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INTRODUCTION

These notes are intended to be a self�contained exposition of Shor�s polynomial�time
algorithm for factoring on a quantum computer� including some background in num�
ber theory and quantum computation� Thanks to David Deutsch and Umesh Vazirani
for discussions and clari�cation of many essential points�

THE NUMBER�THEORETIC BASIS OF

THE FACTORING METHOD

The equation
x� � � mod N ���

always has solutions x � �� mod N � the so�called trivial solutions� If N is an odd
prime p then these are the only solutions �since multiplication mod p has inverses and
x�� � � �x� ���x	 �� � 
 mod p implies x� � � 
 or x	 � � 
 mod p by division��
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However if N is composite then there are other non�trivial solutions� To see this� let
N � n�n� with �n�� n�� � � �where �n�� n�� denotes the highest common factor of n�
and n�� and consider the four sets of equations�

�a�

�
x� � � mod n�
x� � � mod n�

�b�

�
x� � �� mod n�
x� � �� mod n�

�c�

�
x� � � mod n�
x� � �� mod n�

�d�

�
x� � �� mod n�
x� � � mod n�

��

In each case x�i � � mod n� and modn� so each xi satis�es ���� By the Chinese
remainder theorem �c�f�Appendix A x�� each set has a unique solution modN � From
�a� and �b� we clearly get x� � � and x� � ��� the trivial solutions of ��� and from
�c� and �d� we get x� � a and x� � �a modN giving a pair of nontrivial solutions�
Thus �a	 ���a��� � 
 mod N and a�� are nonzero� Hence N divides �a	 ���a���
but N does not divide a� ��as a� � � N 	 ��� Hence the greatest common divisor
of N and a� � is a nontrivial factor of N� The greatest common divisor of two given
numbers can be found e�ciently using Euclid�s algorithm �c�f� Appendix A x�� The
signi�cance of the term �e�cient� is explained in the next section�

In summary� given a nontrivial solution x of ��� we can e�ciently �nd a nontrivial
factor of N � We �nd such an x as follows� Given N choose a random y � N � If y
and N are coprime i�e� �y�N� � � then let r be the order of y modN �c�f� Appendix
A x��� Thus

yr � � mod N ���

If r is also even then setting
x � yr�� ���

we have x� � � mod N so that x is a candidate for our nontrivial solution of ����

Claim� �Shor ���� If y satisfying �y�N� � � is selected at random then
Probabilityf r is even and yr�� �� �� mod N g � ���

Proof� �

Remark� Note that if � � y � N is selected at random then probabilityf �y�N� � �g
is greater than �� log N �c�f� appendix A x��� Thus assuming that we are able to
compute the order of y we obtain a non�trivial factor of N with probability greater
than �� log N from the above process applied to a random y�

Shor describes a quantum algorithm which provides the order r �when it exists i�e�
when �y�N� � �� of a randomly chosen y� The algorithm runs in polynomial time
i�e� requires poly�logN� steps �c�f� next section�� It is a probabilistic algorithm�
providing the value of r with any prescribed probability of success �� �� � � 
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EFFICIENT COMPUTATION�

Probabilistic Polynomial Time Algorithms

A number N requires log�N bits of binary storage in a computer� An algorithm on
a general input N is said to run in polynomial time if the number of computational
steps required to perform the algorithm is bounded by a polynomial in the input bit
size i�e� � steps for input N � p�logN� for all N where p is a �xed polynomial� We
also use the term �e�cient algorithm� for one that runs in poly�logN� time� For the
purposes of counting �i�e� assessing complexity� each computational step is a basic
operational step of the computer �which may be precisely formalised e�g� in the notion
of a Turing machine de�ned in terms of a precise set of possible operational steps��
Clearly� in assessing e�ciency� we may think of any computation already known to be
e�cient� as a single computational step e�g� addition and multiplication of numbers�

Consider for example the most naive factoring method� try dividing N by each num�
ber from � to

p
N �as any composite N must have a factor in this range�� This requires

at least
p
N steps �at least one step for each tried factor�� However

p
N � 

�

�
logN is

exponential in logN so this is not an e�cient algorithm�

Consider an algorithm A which runs successfully only with probability �� � and we
know when it is successful� Here � � 
 is independent of N � By repeating A k times�
we get an algorithm Ak which will be successful with probability � � �k �i�e� having
at least one success�� This can be made arbitrarily close to � by choosing a �xed
k su�ciently large� Furthermore if A is e�cient then Ak will also be e�cient since
k is independent of N � Thus the success probability of any e�cient probabilistic
algorithm may be ampli�ed arbitrarily close to � while retaining e�ciency� Indeed
we may even let the success probability � decrease with N as ��poly�logN� and k
increase as poly�logN� and still retain e�ciency� In particular by the theorem above
and subsequent remark if we have an e�cient algorithm for computing the order of y
then by repeating itO�logN� times we will have an e�cient algorithm for factorisation
with arbitrarily high success probability�

There is no known e�cient classical algorithm for factoring even if we allow it to be
probabilistic in the above sense� The currently known best algorithm runs in time
of order exp��logN�����log logN������ �However there is also no proof that such an
e�cient algorithm does not exist���

Shor�s quantum algorithm is a probabilistic e�cient algorithm in the above sense� In
describing it we must be especially careful to show that all unitary transformations
used can be carried out in poly�logN� steps on a quantum computer� Recall that
a general purpose quantum computer �c�f� appendix B� contains a �nite number of
�xed unitary transformations� each counting as one computational step� from which
all other unitary transformations must be �programmed� �approximated to some
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acceptable degree of accuracy� by concatenation� This is a crucially important point
for analysing the complexity � entirely analogous to the discussion above counting
computational steps on a classical computer� For example� on a quantum computer a
general number N requires a storage space of N Hilbert space dimensions �allowing
N distinguishable states�� Now it can be shown �c�f� Appendix B� that a general

N�N unitary transformation can in principle be programmed as accurately as desired
on a quantum computer in poly�N� steps which is exponential in logN � Thus for
our e�cient algorithm we cannot cavalierly consider unitary transformations acting
on the whole input �residing in N dimensions� unless these transformations can be
demonstrated to be rather special � implementable in poly�logN� time� �c�f� for
example the discussion of the discrete Fourier transform below��

THE DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM

At the heart of Shor�s algorithm is a particular unitary transformation � the discrete
Fourier transform modq which we denote by DFTq� DFTq acts on a q dimensional
Hilbert space and is de�ned relative to a chosen basis j 
i � � � � � j q � �i by�

DFTq � j ai ��� �p
q

q��X
c��

exp��iac�q� j ci ���

Note that j 
i is transformed into an equal superposition of all c mod q�

Looking ahead a little let us mention that we will need to apply DFTq for q 	 N��
Hence it cannot be done �straightforwardly� �c�f� Appendix B� in poly�logN� time�
This di�culty is treated as follows� Let

q � qe�� q
e�
� � � � qekk ���

be the prime factorisation of q� We show below that DFTq can be done by succes�
sively doing DFTqeii for i � �� � � � � k�

De�nition� q is called smooth if all prime power factors of q �i�e� the qeii �s � are
bounded by A�log q�c where A� c are constants independent of q� �More precisely
each choice of A� c gives a notion of smoothness���

Hence DFTq can be done e�ciently if q is smooth� This will be su�cient for our
purposes�

Remark� More recently ��� ��� other methods have been devised for e�ciently com�
puting an approximate Fourier transform for non�smooth q suitable for use in the
factorisation algorithm��
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Suppose we are given q and its prime factorisation as in ���� We show how to carry
out DFTq on j ai by doing the DFTqei

i
�s successively after some relabelling of states�

First calculate
ri � �

Y
j ��i

q
ej
j ��� mod qeii for i � �� � � � � k ���

This can be done e�ciently using Euclid�s algorithm �c�f� Appendix A x�� Next
calculate the residues a�� � � � � ak�

a � ai mod qeii i � �� � � � � k ���

Thus by the Chinese remainder theorem

a �
X
i

airi
Y
j ��i

q
ej
j mod q ���

is the unique solution of the system of congruences ���� Hence the correspondence
a
� �a�� � � � � ak� is one to one so that we may unitarily relabel j ai as j a�� � � � � aki�
Similarly for any c mod q we write

c � ci mod qeii ��
�

so ac � aici mod qeii and by the Chinese remainder theorem

ac �
X
i

aiciri
Y
j ��i

q
ej
j mod q ����

To perform DFTq on j ai we �rst relabel

j ai � j a�� � � � � aki ���

and then
j a�� � � � � aki � j a�r�� � � � � akrki ����

computing the i�th slot modqeii �this again being one to one since by ��� each ri is
invertible modqeii �� Next successively do DFTqeii on the i�th slot for i � �� � � � � k�

From ��� it is easily seen that the �nal cumulative result is�

�q
qe�� � � �

q
qekk

q
e�
�
�������q

ek
k
��X

c��������ck��

exp �i�
a�r�c�
qe��

	 � � � 	
akrkck
qekk

� j c�� � � � � cki ����

Using ��� and ���� this is just

�p
q

q
e�
�
�������q

ek
k
��X

c��������ck��

exp �iac�q j c�� � � � � cki ����

Finally we make the relabelling j c�� � � � � cki � j ci and the overall transformation is
precisely DFTq as in ����

This procedure of breaking down DFTq via the Chinese remainder theorem is a well
known technique in number theory �c�f� �� chapter ������
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SHOR�S ALGORITHM FOR EFFICIENT

FACTORISATION OF N

Given N choose a smooth q between N� and N� � This is possible to do e�ciently
using�
Lemma� Given any M a smooth q between M and M may be e�ciently found as
follows� Multiply odd primes ����������pk until multiplication by the next one exceeds
M � Then multiply by the least power � of  such that q � ����������pk�� exceeds
M � Then M � q � M and q is smooth�
Proof� To be included�
�Note that we also know the prime factorisation of q so that DFTq may be e�ciently
computed�� The reason for choosing q � N� will become apparent at the end�

Next choose a random x mod N and begin with the state labelled as jN�x� q� 
i�
Apply DFTq to the fourth slot giving

�p
q

q��X
a��

jN�x� q� ai ����

Next compute xa mod N storing the result in a �fth slot� giving

�p
q

q��X
a��

jN�x� q� a� xa mod Ni ����

�This can be done e�ciently e�g� by repeated squaring modN to get x�
i

�s and mul�
tiplying selected ones corresponding to the binary expansion of a��

Next perform a measurement to determine the label of the last slot� Suppose that
the result is y mod N which has the form xl mod N for a least l value� If r is the
order of x modN then xl � xjr�l mod N for all j� Thus the measurement will select
a values �in the fourth slot� of a � l� l 	 r� l 	 r� � � � � l 	 Ar where A is the greatest
integer less than �q � l��r� Here l � r �xed� has been chosen essentially at random
by the measurement� Note that l � r � N and q 	 O�N�� so A 	 q�r�
The post�measurement state is then

j�li �
�p
A	 �

AX
j��

jN�x� q� jr 	 l� yi ����

We suppress the constant labels N�x� q� y and write

j�li �
�p
A 	 �

AX
j��

j jr 	 li ����
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Thus we have a uniform superposition of labelled basis states where the labels have
been chosen with a period of r� From this state we wish to extract the information of
the periodicity r with a probability that does not decrease with the size of N � More
precisely we wish to extract the value of r with a constant probability if the above
computation is repeated at most poly�logN� times� Note that upon repetition �with
x �xed� the value of l �and hence the �nal state� will vary but r remains the same�

The extraction of r will be achieved by applying DFTq� To see the principle of
how this works� consider �rst the simpli�ed situation where r divides q exactly� so
A � q�r � �� The �nal state corresponding to ���� is then

j	ini �

s
r

q

q
r
��X

j��

j jr 	 li �
�

This state is exactly periodic as we cycle through the labels in contrast to ���� where
the periodicity is slightly spoilt in recycling from the last to the �rst label� Write
M � q�r� Performing DFTq on j	ini gives

j 	outi �

p
r

q

q��X
c��

exp��ilc�q�
M��X
j��

exp��ijc�M� j ci �
q��X
c��


c j ci ���

Now
M��X
j��

exp��ijc�M� �

�
M if c is a multiple of M

 otherwise

��

Thus the amplitude of j ci is


c �

�
exp��ilc�q� if c is a multiple of M

 otherwise

���

i�e� the Fourier transform of a state with period r is a state with period M � q�r�

j	outi �
�p
r

r��X
j��

exp��ilc�q�
���� j qr

�
���

A measurement of the state�s label c will yield a multiple �q�r with � � 
� � � � � r � �
chosen equiprobably� Note that the initial shift l appears neither in the probabilities
nor the seen labels �q�r� Thus the Fourier transform �inverts� the periodicity of the
input �r� q�r� and has a translation invariance property which washes out the shift
l�

Now after our measurement of the label we see a value of c satisfying c�q � ��r�
Here c and q are known� If ��� r� � � we can determine r by cancelling c�q down to
an irreducible fraction� Since � is chosen at random the probability that ��� r� � �
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is greater than �� log r for largish r �c�f� Appendix A x��� Thus if we repeat the
computation O�log r� � O�logN� times then we can amplify the success probability
as close to � as we wish� This gives an e�cient determination of r for smooth q�

Remark� If l could be made constant in repeated preparations of j	ini then we
would not need DFTq at all� just measure the label on three copies of j	ini obtaining
ci � jir	l for i � �� � � so c��c� � �j��j��r and c��c� � �j��j��r� Since the j�s are
all equiprobable we get by repetition as above� a high probability of �j��j�� j��j�� � �
so r is obtained as �c��c�� c��c��� Unfortunately in our application l varies randomly
�corresponding to the outcome of the measurement on the last slot of ����� and the
translation invariance property of DFTq is its main role here��

Let us now return to our actual starting state ���� with its slightly imperfect period�
icity� For simplicity we will replace A by q�r neglecting a small roundo� error � this
makes no essential di�erence in the following formulae which become more readable�
Performing DFTq on ���� gives

DFTq��l� �
q��X
c��


c j ci ���

where


c �

p
r

q

q�r��X
j��

exp��i�jr 	 l�c�q� ���

so the probability of seeing label c is

Prob�c� �
r

q�
j
q�r��X
j��

exp��ij�rc mod q��q� j� ���

In the previous example constructive interference ��� occurred precisely for c sat�
isfying rc mod q � 
� In ��� we look for constructive interference by considering c
such that rc mod q is suitably small� Then the added terms will all be bunched on
one side of the unit circle j z j� �� In fact if c satis�es

� r� � rc mod q � r� ���

then the terms in Prob�c� will all be spread around at most a semi�circle�

There are precisely r values of c mod q satisfying ��� just as there are r non�zero
terms in ���� To see this consider the multiples of q� 
� q� q� � � � � rq and the multiples
cr of r� 
� r� r� � � � � qr marked on the same line�The multiples of r are spaced r apart
so for each of the r multiples of q there will be exactly one associated multiple of r
within distance �r�� This gives the r solutions of ����

Next we wish to estimate the size of Prob�c� for c satisfying ���� Write �c �
��rc mod q��q so that Prob�c� involves a geometric series with ratio exp i�c�
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By viewing these terms as vectors on an Argand diagram it is clear that the
total distance from the origin decreases as �c increases� Hence Prob�c� �
Prob�the c with largest allowed �c�� Now by ��� �c � �r�q and summing the ge�
ometric series with �c � �r�q gives

Prob�c� � r

q�
�

sin� �r
�q

	 �

��
�

r
���

where we have used sin�r�q 	 �r�q as r�q is small� Thus since there are r such
c�s the probability of seeing a c value satisfying ��� is greater than �����

Finally we wish to extract the information of the value of r given a value of c satisfying
���� To do this note that ��� is equivalent to

j rc� c�q j� r� ��
�

for some 
 � c� � r � �� The r di�erent values of c� are associated to the r possible
values of c so by ��� each value of c� has

Prob�c�� � �

��
�

r
����

��
� may be written

j c
q
� c�

r
j� �

q
���

Here c and q are known and r � N � q � N�� Thus because q � N�� there is exactly
one fraction c��r with denominator at most N in the range given by ���� This
fraction may be found e�ciently using the continued fraction expansion of c�q �c�f�
Appendix A x�� as one of its convergents� Hence if �c�� r� � � we get the value of r�
There are 	�r� such coprime values of c� so from ���� we get

Prob�c� is coprime to r� � �

��
	�r�

r
����

For large r we have 	�r��r � �� log r � �� logN �c�f� Appendix A x�� so with proba�
bility better than ����� logN� we obtain r and hence a factor of N � By repeating this
e�cient probabilistic algorithm O�logN� times we get an e�cient factoring algorithm
with an arbitrarily high success probability�

APPENDIX A� Number Theory

We collect here some relevant results from number theory� Proofs and further expla�
nations may be found in most standard texts on the subject �e�g� �� �����
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x�� The Chinese Remainder Theorem

Consider a system of simultaneous congruences

x � a� mod m�
���

x � ak mod mk

����

The Chinese remainder theorem ��� chapter ��� asserts that if the moduli m�� � � � �mk

are coprime�
�mi�mj� � � for all i �� j ����

then ���� has a unique solution for x in the range � � x � m�m���mk� Furthermore
the solution is given explicitly as follows� Set M � m�m���mk and Mi � M�mi so
that �mi�Mi� � � by ����� Hence Mi has an inverse Ni � M��

i modulo mi �c�f� end
of x below�

NiMi � � mod mi

and the unique solution of ���� is given by

x � a�N�M� 	 a�N�M� 	 � � � akNkMk mod M ����

x�� Euclid�s Algorithm

Given n� and n� Euclid�s algorithm is an e�cient method for computing the highest
common factor �n�� n��� Suppose that n� � n�� Divide n� into n� giving remainder
r��

n� � k�n� 	 r� r� � n�

Do the same with n� and r��

n� � k�r� 	 r� r� � r�

and then repeat with the two r�s�

r� � k�r� 	 r� r� � r�
r� � k�r� 	 r� r� � r�
���

until the remainder is zero �which must happen eventually as the r�s are strictly
decreasing�

rl�� � klrl 	 rl�� rl�� � rl
rl � kl��rl�� 	 
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The greatest common factor �n�� n�� is then given �clearly�� by the last non�zero
remainder

�n�� n�� � rl��

By back�substituting up through the system of equations starting with

rl�� � rl�� � klrl

we obtain an expression for �n�� n�� as a linear combination of n� and n�

�n�� n�� � an� 	 bn�

where a and b are integers depending on the ki�s� Hence if n� and n� are coprime we
have

an� 	 bn� � �

so
an� � � mod n�

i�e� a � n��� mod n�� Thus coprime numbers always have multiplicative inverses
modulo each other�

x�� Euler�s Phi Function� Orders mod N �

the Prime Number Theorem

Euler�s Phi function denoted 	�N� ��� p� � and chapter �� ��� x���� is de�ned as
follows�

	�N� � the number of integers less than N which are coprime to N

Thus for example if p is prime then 	�p� � p�� and 	�mn� � 	�m�	�n� if �m�n� � ��
Euler�s Phi function is a basic ingredient in many beautiful results of number theory�
Euler�s theorem ��� x���� asserts that

a��N	 � � mod N if �a�N� � � ����

Thus if �a�N� � � there exists a power of a that is congruent to � mod N so there is
a least such power�

De�nition� Suppose that �a�N� � �� Then the order r of a mod N is the least power
of a congruent to � mod N �

Note that if �a�N� �� � then no power of a can be congruent to � mod N since am��N
is clearly divisible by �a�N� for any m and ��
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Let ��N� denote the number of primes less than or equal to N � The prime number
theorem asserts that

lim
N��

��N�

N� logN
� � ����

This theorem is di�cult to prove ���� chapter � and various more re�ned estimates
for the distribution of primes are also known �c�f� �� chapter � for an informal
discussion�� We use ���� loosely in the form

��N� � N� log N for all su�ciently large N ����

The precise statement is�
for any � � 
 there is an N� such that

N

logN
� � � 	�N� � N

logN
	 � for all N � N� ��
�

which may be used to make our arguments based on ���� rigorous� Now clearly
	�N� � ��N� so

	�N� � N� logN ����

Thus the probability 	�N��N that a number chosen randomly from �� � � � � N is co�
prime to N � is greater than �� log N � We make much use of this result even though
the estimate ���� is rather weak � there are usually very many more numbers coprime
to N than just the primes� Indeed it is shown in ��� x���� that

liminf
	�N�

N� log logN
� e�� ���

where  is Euler�s constant� so that in the loose sense of ���� 	�N� � e��N� log logN
which is much better than �����

x	� Continued Fractions

A ��nite� simple� continued fraction ���� chapter �
� is an expression of the form

a� 	
�

a� 	 �
a��

�

a��
�

���� �
aN

����

where a�� � � � � aN are positive integers� We abbreviate ���� as �a�� � � � � aN �� The nth
convergent to �a�� � � � � aN � is �a�� � � � � an� for any 
 � n � N �

If we write the nth convergent as pn�qn then there is a recurrence relation

p� � a� p� � a�a� 	 � pn � anpn�� 	 pn��
q� � � q� � a� qn � anqn�� 	 qn��

����

�



Furthermore the convergents pn�qn computed by this iteration are always in their
lowest terms i�e� �pn� qn� � � ���� theorem �����

Any �positive� rational number can be represented by a continued fraction computed
e�ciently as follows� Let bxc denote the greatest integer less than or equal to x�
Then a� � bxc and x � a� 	 �� for some 
 � �� � � � If �� �� 
 then a� � b����c
and ���� � a� 	 �� for some 
 � �� � �� If �� �� 
 then a� � b����c etc� This process
always terminates for rational x and we get x � �a�� � � � � aN � ���� theorem �����

From ���� it is easy to see that �a�� � � � � aN��� aN � � �a�� � � � � aN��� aN � �� ��� If we
impose aN � � then the representation of x as a continued fraction is unique�

Our main interest in continued fractions lies in the following result� ���� theorem ���
x�
����

Theorem� Suppose that p�q is any rational number satisfying

jp
q
� xj � �

q�

then p�q is a convergent of the continued fraction of x�

Continued fractions may also be used represent irrational numbers in which case they
have in�nite length �a�� a�� � � ��� There is an associated rich theory and a wide variety
of applications �c�f� �� chapter �� e�g� in e�ciently providing excellent rational
approximations to irrationals� The above theorem is also true for irrational x�

APPENDIX B� Quantum Computers

x�� Some Preamble

The most studied model of quantum computation is the quantum Turing machine
�QTM� model ��� ��� which is a direct quantum generalisation of Turing�s classical
de�nition� �We will not enter here into a description of QTM�s although some re�
marks below require a passing acquaintance with the de�nition�� In the classical
theory many other models of the notion of �mechanical computation� have been
studied e�g� circuit models� cellular automata etc� However these models can all be
proved equivalent in the following sense� any computation performable within any
of the models may be simulated on a Turing machine and furthermore this simula�
tion preserves e�ciency of computation� It is generally asserted that any conceivable
�reasonable� model of computation has this property� This is the so�called �classical�
Church�Turing thesis �in its modern form incorporating e�cient computability rather
than just computability�� No counter�example to this thesis has ever been found�
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In the quantum context one may similarly consider other models of quantum compu�
tation e�g� quantum cellular automata� quantum circuits etc� �Quantum circuits have
been studied in ��� ���� It remains an open question whether the QTM model captures
the full computing power of these and other alternative models� Nevertheless QTM�s
provide a su�ciently rich and interesting arena of study�

In ��� Feynman ��
� observed that it appears impossible to simulate a general quan�
tum evolution on a classical probabilistic TM in an e�cient way� This is a profound
feature distinguishing classical from quantum physics� For example in a QTM the
number of tape squares ��state quantum systems� visited generally increases lin�
early with the number of computational steps n so that the dimension of the a�ected
Hilbert space increases exponentially with n� Thus the �obvious� classical simula�
tion � just computing and storing all the amplitudes using the transition rules of the
QTM � involves an exponential slowdown� Note that a similar situation occurs for a
classical probabilistic TM� the size of its state space also increases exponentially with
n� Thus computing the whole probability distribution at each step again involves an
exponential slowdown but here we may actually simulate the probability distribution
by �tossing coins� and keep only the single probabilistic outcome at each step i�e�
traverse a single path through the tree of branching possibilities respecting the prob�
ability distribution in the choice at each step� By contrast in the QTM case� because
of the phenomenon of quantum interference of di�erent paths� we cannot traverse a
single path through the tree of branching amplitudes to simulate the �nal probability
distribution� Apparently �according to quantum physics� Nature is able to e�ciently
keep track of exponentially many branching amplitudes in a way that we cannot
simulate classically� Thus we may suspect that the computing power of a quantum
device can exceed that of any classical device � not in what may be computed but
in e�ciency of computation� This provides a fundamental impetus for the study of
quantum computation and its possible experimental realisation�

x�� Building Unitary Transformations

Instead of working from the basic de�nition of a QTM it will be su�cient here to
adopt a �somewhat less rigorous� higher level description of a quantum computer� We
envisage a familiar programmable computer C in which each memory cell is a �state
quantum system capable of supporting coherent superpositions� There is a chosen
basis ��computational� basis� j 
i � j �i for each cell corresponding to the classical bit
values 
 and �� The programming language for C includes a �nite set of instructions
for applying some chosen set of unitary transformations to any prescribed cell� It
is fundamental to the notion of �mechanical computation� that programming and
computation occur by ��nite means�� Since there is a continuum of possible unitary
transformations we shall be able to program them only approximately in general� to
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any desired degree of approximation using su�ciently long programs�

The set of basic unitary transformations is chosen using the following result�

Theorem� Consider

V� �

�
cos
 sin

� sin
 cos


�
V� �

�
cos
 i sin

i sin
 cos


�

V� �

�
ei� 


 �

�
V� �

�
� 


 ei�

� ����

and their inverses V�� V
� V�� V��
For 
 an irrational multiple of � these eight transformations generate under compo�
sition a group dense in all �dimensional unitary transformations�
For almost all such 
 any given unitary transformation U may be approximated �ef�
�ciently� in the following sense�
Given any � � 
� U may be approximated to within � by a concatenation of Vi�s of
length � poly�������

The latter property may be roughly intuitively understood as follows� Consider for
example real rotations in the plane and let R� be any �xed irrational rotation� If we
accept that the �rst k powers of R� are essentially randomly distributed around the
circle then� since the circle has �nite size� by doubling k we get twice as many points
around the circle so that we can approximate any given rotation twice as well� i�e�
for accuracy � we should require O����� applications of R�� a linear polynomial in
���� A similar argument may be expected to apply to any compact group like U���
Thus we endow C with eight extra instructions for applying V�� � � � � V� to any chosen
cell� Then for any given �dimensional unitary transformation U there exists a pro�
gram of length poly����� approximating U with an accuracy ��

To deal with general d�dimensional transformations we use�

Theorem� Let U be any d�dimensional unitary matrix� Then U may be written as
a product of d� � d unitary matrices �i�e� polynomially many in d� each of which
acts only within a �dimensional subspace spanned by a pair of computational basis
states�

Proof� We �rst note that given an arbitrary vector with components �a�� � � � � ad� in
the computational basis j e�i � � � � � j edi we may transform it to ��� 
� � � � � 
� using a
sequence of d� � two�dimensional transformations� �rst apply

A� �
�q

ja�j� 	 ja�j�
�
a�� a��
a� �a�

�
����
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in the fj e�i � j e�ig space which reduces a� to zero� Similarly use A�� � � � � Ad �in
the span of fj e�i � j e�ig� � � � � fj e�i � j edig � to reduce a�� � � � � ad to zero too� Thus
Ad � � � A�A� maps �a�� � � � � ad� to ��� 
� � � � � 
�� and A��� � � �A��d reverses the action�

Now �following an argument from ��� � let j	�i � � � � � j	di be eigenvectors of U
with eigenvalues ei��� � � � � ei�d� Using the above procedure transform j 	�i to j e�i
then multiply by ei�� in spanfj e�ig� then map j e�i back to j	�i� This involves
�d� �� 	 � 	 �d� �� � d� � �dimensional transformations� Repeat for each eigen�
vector� thus expressing U as a product of d�d� �� �dimensional transformations��

Using the above results �together with some classical programs giving some simple
permutations of the computational basis states� we see that for any n�dimensional
unitary transformation U there exists a program of length poly�n��� which approxi�
mates U to within accuracy ��

Thus if we have an algorithm A which runs for k steps and so involves at most k
unitary transformations Ui we may approximate it on C to any desired accuracy �
by approximating each Uito accuracy ��k� This requires at most kpoly�dk��� steps
where d is the maximum size of the Ui�s� Furthermore if A is an e�cient algorithm
i�e� k � poly�log n� for input n� and each Ui has size poly�log n� then for each �xed
accuracy � we will have an e�cient approximating algorithm�

x�� Practical Implementations

It is by no means trivial to implement even the simplest �dimensional unitary trans�
formations� Take two memory cells� each cell being a �state quantum system �fol�
lowing Ben Schumacher we will call �state quantum systems �qubits��� and consider
the following basic unitary transformation

V �

�
BBB�

� 
 
 


 � 
 


 
 cos
 i sin


 
 i sin
 cos


�
CCCA � ����

where the computational basis is j 
i j 
i � j 
i j �i � j �i j 
i � j �i j �i� Using Eqs� ���� we
can write

V � j 
i h
 j  � 	 j �i h� j  V�� ����

V represents a conditional dynamics of physical bits i�e� a unitary transformation on
one physical subsystem is conditioned upon the quantum state of another subsystem�
The projectors refer to quantum states of the control subsystem and the unitary
operations � and V� are performed on the target subsystem� If we set 
 � �� we
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obtain the simplest non�trivial operation of this sort called the quantum controlled�
NOT gate� �

In the following we outline two possible experimental realisations of the quantum
controlled�NOT gate� The �rst method is based on Ramsey atomic interferome�
try ����� the second on the selective driving of optical resonances of two qubits un�
dergoing a dipole�dipole interaction ����

In the Ramsey atomic interferometry method the target qubit is an atom with selected
two circular Rydberg states j ��i� where �� � 
� � the control qubit is the quantized
electromagnetic �eld in a high Q cavity C� The �eld in the cavity contains at most
one photon so it can be viewed as a two state system with the vacuum state j 
i�
and the one�photon state j �i as the basis� The cavity C is sandwiched between two
auxiliary microwave cavities R� and R� in which classical microwave �elds produce
�� rotations of the atomic Bloch vector�

j ��ield j ��iatom �� j ��ield
�p


�j ��i 	 ����	�ei� j � � ��i�atom� ����

where the phase factor 
 is di�erent for the two cavities R� and R�� In the central
cavity C� a dispersive interaction with the quantized �eld introduces phase shifts
which depend on the state of the atom j ��i and on the number of photons in the
cavity j ��i� The interaction does not involve any exchange of excitation� so the
number of photons in the cavity remains unchanged�

j ��ield j ��iatom �� exp�i������	���� 	 ����� j ��ield j ��iatom � ��
�

where �� which is the phase shift per photon� can be tuned to be � � � depends on
the atom�cavity crossing time and the atom��eld detuning��

The overall process can be viewed as a sequence� half�!opping in R�� phase shifts in
C� and half�!opping in R�� Depending on the phase shifts the second half�!opping can
either put the atom back into its initial state or !op completely into the orthogonal
state� The whole interferometer can be adjusted so that when the atom is sent through
the cavities R�� C� and R� the two qubits� i�e� the �eld and the atom� undergo the
transformation

j ��ield j ��iatom �� j ��ield j �� � ��iatom � ����

The state of the �eld in C can be transfered from �and to� an auxiliary Rydberg atom
tuned to the resonant frequency of the cavity so that it undergoes a resonant rather

�The classical controlled�NOT gate is a reversible logic gate operating on two bits �� and ��� ��

is called the control bit and �� the target bit� The value of �� is negated if �� � �� otherwise �� is
left unchanged �in both cases the control bit �� remains unchanged��
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Figure �� Charge density in the quantum well along the direction in which the �eld is
applied �here x�� A permanent dipole is induced when the electric �eld is turned on �B��
whereas the dipole is zero without electric �eld �A��

than a dispersive interaction in C� This process allows the two qubits to be of the
same type i�e� two Rydberg atoms rather than a �eld and an atom� The practical
realisation can be carried out by a modi�cation of the Ramsey atomic interferometry
experiments as described in ����� The typical resonant frequency would be of the
order 	 � �
�� Hz� the atom��eld interaction time in the cavity 	 � � �
�
 s� and
the cavity �eld life�time can be made as long as 	 
�� s� The most di�cult part of
the experimental realisation seems to be a reliable preparation of a single atom� This
is usually done by preparing an atomic beam with a very low probability of �nding
a single atom in the beam consequently �nding two atoms in the beam is even less
probable� The drawback of this method is a trade�o� between our con�dence that
only one atom interacted with the �eld and the e�ciency of the gate� Although
our example focused on microwave cavities� experimental realisations in the optical
regime should be also considered �����

Our second proposal for the practical implementation of the quantum controlled�NOT
gate relies on the dipole�dipole interaction between two qubits� For the purpose of
this model the qubits could be either magnetic dipoles� e�g� nuclear spins in external
magnetic �elds� or electric dipoles� e�g� single�electron quantum dots in static electric
�elds� Here we describe the model based on interacting quantum dots� however�
the two cases are isomorphic from the mathematical point of view and therefore our
analysis is not restrictive�

Two single�electron quantum dots separated by the distance R are embedded in a
semiconductor� The ground state and the �rst excited state of each dot are labelled
as j 
i and j �i respectively� The �rst quantum dot with the resonant frequency ��
will act as the control qubit whereas the second one� with the resonant frequency ���
as the target qubit� In the presence of an external static electric �eld� which can be
turned on and o� adiabatically in order to avoid transitions between the levels� the
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charge distribution of the ground state� of each dot� is shifted in the direction of the
�eld whilst the charge distribution of the �rst excited state is shifted in the opposite
direction �the quantum�con�ned Stark e�ect�� see Fig� �� In the simple model in which
the state of the qubit is encoded by a single electron per quantum dot� we can choose
coordinates in which the dipole moments in states j 
i and j �i are �di� where i � �� 
refers to the control and to the target dot respectively� A more elaborate model would
require to take into account the holes in the valence band of the semiconductors� The
state of the qubit would be determined by excitons of di�erent energies� and our
notations would become more complicated� For simplicity and clarity� we decided to
explain the main idea using a slightly simpli�ed model�

The electric �eld from the electron in the �rst quantum dot may shift the energy
levels in the second one �and vice versa�� but to a good approximation it does not
cause transitions� That is because the total Hamiltonian

"H � "H� 	 "H� 	 "V�� ���

is dominated by a dipole�dipole interaction term V�� that is diagonal in the four�
dimensional state space spanned by eigenstates fj ��i � j ��ig of the free Hamiltonian
"H� 	 "H�� where �� and ��� as before� range over 
 and �� Speci�cally�

� "H� 	 "H�� j ��i j ��i � #h����� 	 ����� j ��i j ��i � ����

and
"V�� j ��i j ��i � ����	��	�#h#� j ��i j ��i � ����

where

#� � � d�d�
����R�

� ����

A shown in Fig� � it follows that due to the dipole�dipole interaction the resonant
frequency for transitions between the states j 
i and j �i of one dot depends on the

neighbour�s state� The resonant frequency for the �rst dot becomes ���#� according as
the second dot is in state j 
i or j �i respectively� Similarly the second dot�s resonant
frequency becomes ��� #�� depending on the state of the �rst dot� Thus a ��pulse at
frequency �� 	 #� causes the transition j 
i � j �i in the second dot only if the �rst
dot is in j �i state�

Possible physical realisations of the model require the typical life�time of the excited
state j �i to be much greater than the time�scale of the optical interaction� The
life�time of the excited state� apart from the electromagnetic coupling to the vacuum
modes� is determined by the tunneling time from the potential well� which depends on
the degree of impurities and phononic excitations� The electromagnetic contribution
to the life�time can be estimated at 	 �
�� s �for the resonant frequencies in the
infrared regime�� The optical interaction time�scale can be approximated by the
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Figure � �a� Energy levels of two quantum dots without and with the coupling induced
by the presence of a static electric �eld E�� �b� Resonance spectrum of the two quantum
dots� The dotted line shows the wavelength for which the two dots act as a controlled�NOT
gate� with the �rst dot being the control qubit and the second the target qubit�

length of the ��pulse �	 �
�� s�� For the ��pulse to be monochromatic and selective
enough we must also require the length of the pulse to be greater than the inverse of
the pulse carrier frequency and the inverse of the dipole�dipole interaction coupling
constant ���#� 	 �
��� s in our model�� This model seems to be more di�cult to
implement than the one based on the Ramsey atomic interferometry� however� once
it is implemented it may allow much better integration of quantum gates into quantum
circuits�

The two experimental realisations of the quantum controlled�NOT logic gate� which
we brie!y outlined� by no means exclude other� perhaps more practical� realisations�
Any progress in this �eld will constitute a step towards practical quantum computa�
tion�
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